
Cascade Bridal Bouquet 

This waterfall –like spill of flowers arranged to cascade from the brides hands is a classic traditional style bouquet. 
Flowers with longer stems, such as calla lilies, create the lower part of the bouquet creating a beautiful cascading effect.  

Teardrop Bridal Bouquet 

Not dissimilar to the shower/cascade bridal bouquet, the teardrop bouquet is a more robust arrangement of flowers 
with the rounded top and pointed at the bottom, often backed with a large foliage such as aspidistra leaves.  

Presentation Bridal Bouquet 

Flowers suitable for this bridal bouquet type often have long stems, like calla lilies, orchids and also long stemmed roses 
which are tied together in a natural state for cradling in the arm.  

Formal Bouquet 

A perfectly compact round design dating back to the thirteenth centaury using either one variety or a mix of tightly 
packed flowers. This is a popular choice for brides who want to create the style of a traditional wedding day.  

Beidermeier Bridal Bouquet 

An intricate variation on the formal bridal bouquet, the shape of the beidermeier is round. Flowers of the same type and 
colour are arranged in a circular pattern with each ‘ring’ representing an identical flower such as red or white roses. 

Freestyle Bridal Bouquet 

No specific or defined shape so probably the most natural bridal bouquet available, usually consisting of much more 
foliage than a formal bridal bouquet and often included tropical flowers.  

Wrist Corsages 

Children can easily become bored at traditional wedding ceremonies and sometimes the last thing a younger bridesmaid 
will want to do is carry a bouquet all day. Wrist corsages will make a simple solution to dog ears children’s flowers by the 
time the photographs are taken.  

Table Flowers in vases 

These can be utilised for wedding ceremony centre pieces, wedding reception table decoration and an array of wedding 
flower decor needs – perfect for any wedding flowers budget. We will source the ideal vases for your wedding flowers 
arrangements on a cost effective rental basis.  

Deluxe Buttonhole 

These are the number one choice for the groom on your special day and arena flowers ‘full monty’ of buttonhole design. 
The grooms button hole is traditionally created using flowers from the bridal bouquet, can be wired and stem wrapped 
with the foliage of your choice, with or without decoration. 

Lapel Corsage 

A large, more showy alternative to a buttonhole and made from flowers of the brides wedding bouquet. Pinned to the 
grooms left lapel was with the buttonhole, this can be co-ordinated with a corsage as worn by the mother and 
grandmothers of the bride.  

Pew Ends 

As their name suggests, these flowers arranges are primarily for church weddings. They can, of course, be transferred to 
the wedding reception venue to be re used as chair back or buffet table decorations.  

Head Table 

Horizontal or triangular flower arrangements are favoured for the top table of the wedding reception as these are 
longer, narrow and lower for maximum affect without obscuring the view of the guests. It does however leave room for 
dining.  


